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Pentagon Preparing For A Nuclear War? U.S.
Military Testing By Dropping “Fake Nuclear Bombs”
In The Nevada Desert
Or Wants More Funds For The Military-Industrial Complex?
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In-depth Report: Nuclear War

The psychopaths in Washington and in the pentagon is preparing for a nuclear confrontation
with Russia with recent tests of two fake 700-pound nuclear bombs in the Nevada desert.
Defense One, a U.S. Military website for the defense industry published an article by Marcus
Weisgerber titled ‘The US Air Force Just Dropped Two Fake Nukes’ on October 6th and
stated “A pair of U.S. Air Force B-2 bombers dropped two 700-pound faux nuclear bombs in
the middle of the Nevada desert within the past few days. Now the Pentagon wants to tell
you about it.”

The Pentagon not only wants the public to know about these tests but also to warn Russia
that it is testing its old version of the B61 nuclear bombs to pinpoint the accuracy and
reliability in case of a real world war III scenario were to take place.
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A press release by the National Nuclear Security Administration(NNSA) on the same day
stated the following:

“In  collaboration  with  the  U.S.  Air  Force  Global  Strike  Command,  NNSA
conducted successful surveillance flight tests using joint test assemblies (JTA)
of  the B61-7 and B61-11 earlier  this  month.  Analysis  and flight  recorder  data
from the tests indicate that both were successful.

JTAs are mock weapons containing sensors and instrumentation that allow
scientists  and  engineers  from  national  laboratories  to  assess  their
performance. The assemblies contain no nuclear materials and are not capable
of  nuclear  yield.  These  assemblies  also  include  a  flight  recorder  that  stores
bomb  performance  data  for  each  test.

The  primary  objective  of  flight  testing  is  to  obtain  reliability,  accuracy,  and
performance data under operationally representative conditions. Such testing
is  part  of  the  qualification  process  of  current  alterations  and  life  extension
programs for weapon systems. NNSA scientists and engineers use data from
these tests in computer simulations developed by Sandia National Laboratories
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to  evaluate  the  weapon  systems’  reliability  and  to  verify  that  they  are
functioning as designed”.

Weisgerber asked “But why now? Perhaps it has to do with tensions with Russia, which are
higher than they have been in decades, and which have sparked fears of a new nuclear
arms race.”

Russia is also preparing for a worst case scenario as it announced a drill for its citizens in
case Washington decides to launch a nuclear weapon into Russian territory. Washington has
been threatening Russia over the civil war in Syria. Washington, Turkey.

Israel  and Saudi Arabia have been the main supporters of  al-Nusra and other terrorist
groups since the start of the civil war in 2011 which has failed since Russia got involved in
the conflict.  The plan to remove Assad has failed and now Washington is escalating it  war
rhetoric against Russia. Another possible explanation for the nuclear weapons tests and they
may have to do with more funding for the Military-Industrial Complex. Weisber said “But it
may also have to do with the Pentagon’s quest to replace its decades-old nuclear arsenal
with new bombs and delivery vehicles, an endeavor whose price tag tops several hundred
billion  dollars.”  War  is  big  business.  War  is  profitable  on  many  levels  especially  for  arms
manufacturers.

However, a war against Iran,China and Russia is on the table because they are the last
remaining obstacles to Washington’s  global  dominance.  Washington is  contemplating a
possible nuclear war against their adversaries because their cadres of psychopaths are
willing to unleash a nuclear disaster for the entire planet to achieve their stated goals. Can
Russia bring peace and avoid World War III when the next regime to assume the White
House comes to power this January?

If Hillary Clinton wins (or steals) the election, that question is not hard to answer especially
with the neoconservative war hawks and special interest groups who support her. Clinton is
a Democratic warmonger in her own right as the recent U.S. intervention in Libya proves
what she is capable of. With a Trump presidency it is still vague on what type of foreign
policy he would follow.  However, U.S. Vice-Presidential candidate Mike Pence made it clear
what he believes should be done in a recent U.S. televised debate regarding U.S-Russia
tensions in Syria:

“The United States of America needs to begin to exercise strong leadership to
protect the vulnerable citizens and over 100,000 children in Aleppo. Hillary
Clinton’s top priority when she became secretary of state was the Russian
reset,  the  Russians  reset.  After  the  Russian  reset,  the  Russians  invaded
Ukraine and took over Crimea.

And the small  and bullying leader of Russia is now dictating terms to the
United States to  the point  where all  the United States of  America — the
greatest nation on Earth — just withdraws from talks about a cease-fire while
Vladimir Putin puts a missile defense system in Syria while he marshals the
forces and begins — look, we have got to begin to lean into this with strong,
broad-shouldered American leadership.

It begins by rebuilding our military. And the Russians and the Chinese have
been making enormous investments in the military. We have the smallest Navy
since 1916. We have the lowest number of troops since the end of the Second
World War. We’ve got to work with Congress, and Donald Trump will, to rebuild
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our military and project American strength in the world.

But about Aleppo and about Syria, I truly do believe that what America ought
to do right  now is  immediately  establish safe zones,  so that  families  and
vulnerable families with children can move out of those areas, work with our
Arab partners, real time, right now, to make that happen.

And secondly, I just have to tell you that the provocations by Russia need to be
met  with  American  strength.  And  if  Russia  chooses  to  be  involved  and
continue, I should say, to be involved in this barbaric attack on civilians in
Aleppo, the United States of America should be prepared to use military force
to  strike  military  targets  of  the  Assad  regime to  prevent  them from this
humanitarian crisis that is taking place in Aleppo.

There’s a broad range of other things that we ought to do, as well. We ought to
deploy a missile defense shield to the Czech Republic and Poland which Hillary
Clinton  and  Barack  Obama  pulled  back  on  out  of  not  wanting  to  offend  the
Russians  back  in  2009”.

Pence’s statement is hawkish which proves that whether Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump
(who is also surrounding himself with neoconservatives such as former CIA director James
Woolsey as his senior adviser and Joseph Schmitz who was a Defense Department inspector
general under President George W. Bush), 2017 is sure to be a politically intense year for
the World. Will it be peace or war? Washington’s reckless drive to World War III needs to be
stopped in its tracks; let’s hope Russia and its allies can deter such a scenario.
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